This statement commits QUT to sustainable reconciliation between Indigenous (Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander)
and non-Indigenous Australian people. The statement recognises the particular responsibility of educational
institutions to redress disadvantage and to overcome prejudice.

RECOGNITION.

QUT recognises:

that Indigenous Australian people are the custodians of

the land, and have a traditional association with the land in accordance with their laws and customs
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pect for, land
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sustains Indigenous cultures, languages, spirituality, art, law,
and all other aspects of life treasured
d by, and held sacred to, Indigenous Australian peop

the social, political,

he rights of Indigenous
genous Australian people to self-determination, to equitable participation in
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munity and the University, to equitable access to resources and services, an
and to be treated with respect
the significance
ignificance of the reconciliation process in building new relationships between
b
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R E S P O N S I B I L I T Y.

QUT a
acknowledges:
cknowledges:

that for
orr reconciliation to be sustainable over time,

local communities
es and institutions must support, and be involved in, tthe proces

the particular responsibility

of educational institutions
titutions to redress disadvantage through Indigenous education and research and to overcome
prejudice by educating the Australian community about the cultures and experiences of Indigenous Australian people.
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and harassment, paying partic
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create a Un
niversity environment

that acknowledges Indigenous rights
ights and interests, and legitimises Indigenous knowledges,
knowled
knowle
perspectives and
practices by ensuring participation of Indigenous Australian people in appropriate planning
plann
and decision-mak

by the original people, after consultation with the Brisbane Council of Elders, including particular QUT ceremonies,
promotional material in print, electronic and virtual media, and in a plaque or other visible monument on each
campus

acknowledge Indigenous culture, in ways deemed appropriate by Indigenous

Australian people, including public ar t, per formances and ceremonies. This reconciliation
statement provides a framework for QUT
QUT’’s ongoing activities and efforts toward reconciliation.

